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Who doesn’t like to bowl a strike and walk like a boss? We are mentioning the top 15 bowling alleys in Queens, New York where you can spend your inexpensive yet fun weekend with your friends or family because it is cheaper than your movies! 




Best Bowling Alleys in Queens, New York (Jump To Section)









Bowling alleys are readily available, inexpensive, and an excellent option for you to socialize. Plus it’s a safer plan to make with your buddies since it is indoors and you don’t have to worry about irregular weather outside and getting your plans dodged. It is a perfect weekend activity that can get you moving and can wash away your stress.




You don’t have to be a pro to bowl, however, having a great approach will only add to the fun part. Bowling is more about having fun and socializing and spending some quality time, so even if you are not good enough, don’t worry! 




Have fun to the fullest at the following bowling alleys in Queens, New York.
















Best Bowling Alleys in Queens, New York




	1. Bowlero Queens: Now Bowl a strike on your phone too!
	2. Jib Lanes: Raise Funds with this bowling alley in Queens
	3. Bowl 360 Ozone Park: Enjoy epic eats at this Bowling alley in Queens
	4. Whitestone Lanes: Strike through its 48 bowling lanes
	5. Woodmere Lanes: Traditional Bowling alley in Queens
	6. Dani’s Strike Zone: Strike in the party atmosphere!
	7. San-Dee Lanes of Malverne: Laser Bowling Alley in Queens
	8. Herrill Lanes: Cosmic Bowling Alley in Queens
	9. Frames Bowling Lounge: For a wholesome experience
	10. Brooklyn Bowl: Rock and roll at this Bowling alley in Queens!
	11. Baldwin Bowl & Lounge – Ultra Lanes: Something for everyone!
	12. Maple Lanes RVC: Enjoy your private meetings at Spare Mug!
	The Bottom Line!










1. Bowlero Queens: Now Bowl a Strike on Your Phone too!




Want to visit a bowling alley that was visited by your favorite BTS also? well, you are at the right place. Bowlero is one of the most visited Bowling alleys in queens, new york. They have amazing offers for newcomers, great food and drinks served, and affordable games, all in one place! It has 35 bowling lanes.




You can play Strike by Bowlero on your mobile phone and can win real money rewards, prizes, or discounts to Bowlero, AMF, and Bowlmor centers nationwide. It’s available on both android and iOS It’s a place that can be enjoyed by anyone such as friends, family, kids, etc. 





Download the game here.











🔥 NEWEST Deals across New York … https://t.co/p4LYtQ23nX 

➧ includes: Bowlero Bowling Alley (Queens) – free game for all first responsers, unlimited nights | Southside Bar and Restaurant (Bay Shore)#NewYork #NY #NYC #Queens #LongIsland #bowling #firstresponder #free pic.twitter.com/6JJx1fXvOY
— CheckYourTown (@checkyourtown) March 21, 2021
 



Have a great time at the game arcade with your kids or your friends with the available games based on the themes of Jurassic Park, the World’s Largest Pac-Man, and many more!




This bowling alley in Queens, arranges many customized parties for you, your friends, and also your kids. They have daily specials to take advantage of, a finger-licking menu, and an amazing sports bar to go nuts! Who wouldn’t like to sip a beer and watch sports on a Saturday evening?









2. Jib Lanes: Raise Funds with this Bowling Alley in Queens




If you live in Queens, you probably have collected free bowling game cards of Jib Lanes at dry cleaners, maple stores, and so on. This Jib Lane with a strong marketing strategy offers a wide range of games, food, drinks, and fun activities!
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You can celebrate your birthday here and this bowling alley in queens will make sure to make it a memorable day! They have weekday offers and discounts that you can use to bowl, starting from as low as $12 for games and $2 for food and drinks. They have an amazing family package that can be used by a group of 6 people starting from $65 per lane with unlimited bowling experience.
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An important feature of this bowling alley in Queens is its fundraiser events. you can organize any fundraising event with them and they will guide you through the same. You can organize an event full of fun, food, games, and much more.




They also organize corporate game sessions and parties. For your next team party, you can definitely consider this Bowling alley in Queens. Their packages start from as low as 25$ per person in which you will be getting 2 hours of games and food! You can use these as team-building activities. They have a specially curated party menu as well. However, you can always customize your package.




Jib Lanes offers a league with all the perks you’re looking for, including a wonderful social activity and a good time with friends. It has more than 10 leagues. Each one is tailored to a certain level of bowler and age group.









3. Bowl 360 Ozone Park: Enjoy Epic eats at this Bowling Alley in Queens




Hungry after all the bowling? don’t you worry! BOWL 360 has an amazing epic menu that consists literally everything! They have over 20 appetizers including nachos, quesadillas, types of fries, onion rings, and so on! They also have a wide variety of salads, pizzas, grilled menu, kids special menu, beers, cocktails and mocktails, soft drinks, and so on! You will never be left hungry at this bowling alley in Queens, New York.

	

	See also  11 Best Bottomless Mimosas in Nashville
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You can celebrate a birthday party, a retirement party, a farewell to a friend, or a bachelorette party. They will make sure you have fun here. They have special arrangements for kids’ birthday parties. You can also have your team binding activities here. They do all kinds of corporate events too.
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Bowl 360 : Bowl360.nyc








They have a brand new games arcade that is heaven for your kid. The packages are very attractive and as cheap as 9$ per child. You can upgrade to food for an additional 5$ in which kids can enjoy their favorite fountain drink, kids combo meal, bowling game, and shoes on rent. Without a package, a kid may enjoy 4$ per game.




They also have fundraising packages starting from $15 per person, in which you may get hours of unlimited bowling with rental shoes and a customizable party platter.




So what are you waiting for? Tie your shoes and get bowling in this bowling alley in Queens!









4. Whitestone Lanes: Strike Through its 48 Bowling Lanes




Yes, you heard it right! They have 48 bowling lanes through which you can experience traditional bowling. That’s the specialty of this bowling alley in Queens. 
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In the United States, league bowling is one of the most popular recreational activities. In the leagues of whitestone lanes, you will meet many bowlers of different abilities. You might meet the best bowler in the world, here. If you want to impress your friends, just participate in Whitestone Lane’s leagues, and you will be golden! You will just need to fill out a form and pay the fee of $40 to participate in the league.





Fill the form here.






From a birthday party to a corporate company event, you can plan any type of party here without any hesitation. They have a professional and skilled staff that makes your experience special. 




This bowling alley in Queens has an IBPSIA CERTIFIED Pro shop where they sell all the bowling gear and accessories from Bowling Shoes, Polish, Thumb Slugs, Finger Grips, and so on! Do not forget to go through the store and use these handpicked products to make your experience an outstanding one!









5. Woodmere Lanes: Traditional Bowling Alley in Queens




This 50-year-old bowling alley in Queens is a staple in 5 towns including Queens. Participate in their leagues and get bowling.





Sign up for the leauge
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Woodmere Lanes








Woodmere Lanes truly takes care of its guests. They arrange any kind of party for you. You can have a gala time bowling a strike. Even if you are not into bowling, they will make arrangements for you. birthdays, Bar and Bat Mitzvahs, Sweet 16s, fundraisers, holiday parties, and whatnot! This bowling alley in Queens is the solution for your needs.
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They also have a couple of packages for kid bowlers that include unlimited bowling for 90 minutes, a party atmosphere, food, drinks, and unlimited fun.




You can have your fundraising event here in both traditional and non-traditional ways. With their competitive and special packages, you will be able to spend less and raise more and more funds. One of their parties was able to raise around 17,000$, thanks to the best packages offered by The Woodmere!









6. Dani’s Strike Zone: Strike in the Party Atmosphere!




The most reasonably priced Bowling alley in Queens is Dani’s, Strike Zone. You can always take your folks here as it is the best place to hang out with your friends and family. If you are planning to visit this alley, then make sure you carry cash with you. There is no other mode of payment that is acceptable here.




Where is the fun without a birthday party at the bowling zone? They have the best curated birthday plan for kids that ensures your birthday becomes the memorable one! You are supposed to make reservations for it one week prior. Their party packages include 90 minutes of disco bowling where party music is played along with disco lights. Food, drinks, and chips are served to all the kids and you get to party in a private room for about half an hour.




Make sure you carry all the cake accessories because they will help you with the cake only. 
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7. San-Dee Lanes of Malverne: Laser Bowling Alley in Queens




If you want to spend your Sunday afternoon at a really cozy place, this bowling alley in queens is the place for you. San-Dee has 16 bowling lanes where you can experience traditional bowling. You can hover over their game arcade and challenge your friends to a few games, or just sip over their cocktails or beer and watch sports at their 11th framed lounge! 




See also  11 Best Casinos in Nashville

Here you will get not only a great bowling experience but also great food and drinks. They serve everything from delicious finger food, pizza, and snacks to full-size meals straight from the kitchen. They have a themed menu according to the events and they serve alcohol to anyone who is above 21 years of their age.
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San-Dee Lanes of Malverne: sandeelanes.com








Another specialty of this alley is their laser bowling which starts at 7 pm on Fridays and Saturdays. If you want to celebrate your special occasions in a special manner, do experience laser bowling with upbeat music and laser lighting. 




They also have amazing birthday party packages that include an hour of unlimited bowling, lounge access, shoes, laser lights, food, drinks, and much more! So consider san dee for your next birthday bash. They also arrange kosher parties so next time you want to take your diet-conscious friends out, you know where to go!




They have many leagues where you can bowl a strike at reasonable pricing starting from 8$ a week. They also have lots of perks in their leagues. For example, you might get a complimentary coffee, or can win a cash prize or a trophy! They also have a handicap league, a family league, and so on.











They also have a pro shop where you can buy game accessories like bags, shoes, grips, the latest bowling balls, and so on. You can also rent a lane here for an hour for as low as $20.









8. Herrill Lanes: Cosmic Bowling Alley in Queens




This bowling alley is a modern bowling alley that serves both adults and children. They have a lot of options to please you such as leagues, tournaments, open plays, and many more!




This alley offers a wide range of services and fun activities and never fails to please you. Different fun activities include 36 Synthetic lanes, computer scoring, a full-service Pro Shop, a coffee shop, Chatterbox Lounge, cosmic bowling, etc.




You can celebrate your kid’s birthday or can organize an official event as well. A wide variety of leagues is also available for groups and individuals. 





Sign up for leagues
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You can reserve your lane here for around $35 per hour where 6 bowlers can play per lane. Bowling with your group of friends got easier like never before! To enlighten your experience, they also have a great variety of food ranging from finger food to pizzas and full-course meals. Also, enjoy the Chatterbox Lounge where you can get a variety of drinks to freshen your mood up.
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Their pro shop is equipped with all the modern bowling accessories to perfect your game. Find a shop here. 




With this bowling alley in Queens, you will be able to host the most fantastic fundraising events where you can get attractive packages to spend less and raise more. 









9. Frames Bowling Lounge: For a Wholesome Experience




This bowling alley in Queens offers much more than just bowling. There are other games like ping pong and billiards where you can find your amusement along with your friends and family.




They have so many packages with bowling, ping pong, and billiards; you can also enjoy food and drinks here without playing these games. Their packages are customizable and include choices of food players, an open bar, choices of drinks, hours of game lanes, and so on! You can go for a single game and food or you can combine everything and take a gist of every part of this bowling alley.
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Frames Bowling Lounge








They have Vintage Rock ‘N Roll-inspired Karaoke Lounge that features over 50,000 songs and generous leather seating. Dedicated service staff. To enjoy this you need a group of at least 20 guests according to the rules. if you are not sure about food packages, just go for renting lanes and then order food according to your choice.




Enjoy the rusty and street vibe at another Spare lounge. They have curated cocktails and beer on tap. Along with it, you get complete access to the food as well. For your small party occasion, you can rent the entire place and can throw a memorable party.




Their menu has all types of appetizers, salads, pizzas, and so on. All kinds of classic food can be found here. They have different beers, wines, and curated cocktails to relax after a long day at work or after a great, fun bowling session.









10. Brooklyn Bowl: Rock and Roll at this Bowling Alley in Queens!




Brooklyn Bowl is one of the finest bowling alleys in Queens, New York. It has 16 lanes in total with beautiful and relaxing surroundings where you can watch the game, chill with your friends or just hang out. It serves every type of customer.




The Brooklyn Bowl is always flooded with events. You can check their timings and ticket pricing on their official website. If you want to plan your own events like a birthday party or any other official event, they have got experienced and talented party planners to give you the best ideas and make your experience memorable. 
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This bowling alley in Queens is kind of an expensive affair as compared to others. They charge around 25$ and more for a bowling session of 30 minutes. But it is so worth the money as you get to experience the best food by Blue ribbon, a party atmosphere, curated drinks, uplifting music and so much more!
See also  Dallas: 64 Best Things To Do In Dallas, Texas
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They have a variety of food available here starting from classic delicious appetizers to pizza, sandwiches, steak, entrees, desserts, and so on! Nonalcoholic, they have shakes and smoothies, and for party buzzes, they have beers, wines, spirits, and cocktails to lift your spirits.




If you are planning your visit here, keep in mind that this bowling alley in Queens stays closed every Tuesday.









11. Baldwin Bowl & Lounge – Ultra Lanes: Something for Everyone!




This Bowling alley in Queens offers a wholesome experience to everyone. It has 28 lanes for bowling, arcades, video games, a full-fledged bar, and a grill as well to make your experience complete.




They have types of party packages curated just for you that includes hours of unlimited bowling, food, drinks, rental shoes, and much more. You can always customize packages according to your choice and budget!
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Baldwin Bowl & Lounge: longislandlesisure.com








They also have leagues for both new learners and professionals. They have numerous leagues for every type of a person from kids to families, you name it and you have it!




Another highlight of this bowling alley in Queens is its menu. They have some amazing starters, pizzas, desserts, and popular party platters. Enjoy the food with a sip of beer or special cocktails in the house!









12. Maple Lanes RVC: Enjoy your Private Meetings at Spare Mug!




They have 10 bowling alleys in New York and needless to say they offer the best to their customers. They have party packages for kids, adults, families, corporate groups, and so on. In this, they take care of food, drinks, and party setups, and you also get hours of unlimited bowling. Altogether, they do everything to make your moment special and memorable.
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You can have an autograph bowl, customized food and drinks menu, extra lanes, customized party setups, and everything according to your need at a very reasonable price. You can also go for your next fundraising event with this bowling alley in Queens.




This bowling alley in Queens also provides a safe and dedicated place for kids to have fun also you can bring your groups for a day outing. Maple Lanes RVC is a league that will provide you with all of the benefits you desire, including a fun social activity and time with friends. Their leagues and programs cater to a wide range of bowlers of varying abilities and ages!




They often arrange tournaments for bowl lovers of all age groups. You can sign up for the tournament here. 




They have a huge menu to hop on. Starting from appetizers to pizza, and sandwiches, you will get a great variety here. They also have party platters to choose from along with cocktails and beers. If you want to conduct your private meeting here, you can book a room for just $100 per hour where you will get a customizable menu. 




Their open blowing is as cheap as $4.50 per person per game. It makes it a perfect inexpensive weekend getaway with your friends.









The Bottom Line




Bowling is the most popular sport in America, with over 70 million people bowling each year. Needless to say, it is a never-dying and one of the most popular industries. While there are a lot of bowling alleys available in New York, you can choose your suitable one from the above-mentioned bowling alleys in Queens!
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Note: The hours of operation, ticket prices, and admission criteria of museums, parks, etc. may change from time to time. For the most updated information, we recommend checking the official website of the attraction directly prior to your planned visit.
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